
WEEK SIX :
AROUND THE WORLD

**Pick at least two different games from our list of games from around the
world and play them with your friends and family.**

 
Red Light, Green Light - USA -  3 or more players

The Goal: Dash from one end of the yard to the next to tag the person who is
designated the “Stoplight.”
       Step 1: The “stop light” player stands about 20 feet from the others.
       Step 2: The stop light turns their back and yells “Green Light” and the other
players dash towards them. 
       Step 3: The stop light then yells “Red Light” and turns to face the runners. As
soon as they hear “red light,” the runners freeze. Anyone caught moving is out.
This continues until a runner tags the person who is the “Stop Light”. That runner
gets to be “it” in the next round. If the stop light catches everyone moving before
getting tagged, they get to be it again.

Sumatra - Semut, Orang, Gaja - 2 players
The Goal: to get 2 out of 3 wins.
       Step 1: (similar to our “rock, paper, scissors game) Players pump their fist up
and down to the count of three. On four, they straighten their arm and give one
of three signs: Pinky out is “ant” (semut), pointer finger out is “man” (orang), and
thumb out is “elephant” (gajah). The elephant beats man because it is stronger;
man defeats the ant because he can step on it and squash it. Ant beats the
elephant because it can crawl into the elephant ear and bite him and drive him
crazy. If the players make the same signs they go again. Two out of three wins.
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Football Tennis - Czech Republic -2 or more players

The Goal: Score the most points
        Step 1: Kids erect a fence or net using a real net or lawn chairs pushed
together and break into two teams.
        Step 2: As in tennis, the aim is to get the ball over the net and into the other
team’s area without them returning it after up to one bounce. You use a soccer
ball and your feet instead of a racket.

Kongki Noli - Republic of Korea - 2 or more players
The Goal: To try to catch all the stones.
       Step 1: (similar to jacks) Player 1 scatters five small stones on the ground. They
then pick up one and toss it in the air and quickly try to pick up another stone in
time to catch the one they just threw. Now they have two in their hands; they
throw one of the stones up in the air and pick up a third from the ground. This
goes on until they have all the stones in their hand. 
       Step 2: In the second round, the player picks up two stones every time they
throw one up.
       Step 3: In the third round, they pick up three; four in the fourth and the fifth
time they pick them all up.
       Step 4: The last step, the player tosses all the stones in the air and tries to
catch them on the back of their hand. They toss them up again and try to catch
them in the palm of their hand. The number they catch is that player’s score. If
they fail to catch them all, it is then the next person’s turn. 
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Sumatra - Semut, Orang, Gaja - 2 players

The Goal: to get 2 out of 3 wins.
     Step 1: (similar to our “rock, paper, scissors game) Players pump their fist up
and down to the count of three. On four, they straighten their arm and give one
of three signs: Pinky out is “ant” (semut), pointer finger out is “man” (orang), and
thumb out is “elephant” (gajah). The elephant beats man because it is stronger;
man defeats the ant because he can step on it and squash it. Ant beats the
elephant because it can crawl into the elephant's ear and bite him and drive him
crazy. If the players make the same signs they go again. Two out of three wins.

 
 

Pilolo - Ghana - 6 or more players
The Goal: Be the first to find the hidden object and carry it over the
finish line.
      Step 1: Pick one child as the leader and another as the time keeper; the rest
are searchers.
      Step 2: The searchers turn their backs as the leader hides small objects in the
playing field. (you can use stones, coins or sticks, but they should all be the same)
The timekeeper stands by the finish line.
      Step 3: When the leader says go, the searchers hunt for an object. The first to
find one and carry it over the finish line wins. The timekeeper judges who crosses
first.

  
 


